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Abstract We show that the modern proof of the irreducibility of the Schro¨dinger representation
is inapplicable to a quantum particle with a continuous energy spectrum. For scattering a particle
on a 1D potential barrier, we find a dichotomous superselection rule that restricts the action of the
superposition principle in the distant past and future of this process. In contrast to the modern quantum
theory which requires us to consider all quantum states described by state vectors as pure states, this
rule requires dividing the class of vector states into two subclasses: pure vector states (vector states
of any superselection sector) and mixed vector states (superpositions of vector states from different
superselection sectors). This rule implies the development of a new model of this process, which would
describe the dynamics of its subprocesses – transmission and reflection – at all stages of scattering,
because all physical observables and characteristic times can be introduced only for these subprocesses.
Without revising the superposition principle for one-particle phenomena with a continuous energy
spectrum quantum mechanics remains unfinished – its logically consistent interpretation is impossible.
Keywords superposition principle · Stone-von Neumann theorem · one-dimensional scattering ·
superselection rule
1 Introduction
It is known that in nature a quantum particle has corpuscular and wave properties, incompatible
with each other from the viewpoint of classical physics. So the creators of quantum mechanics (QM),
whose goal was to develop a universal theory to describe nature both on the atomic and macroscopic
levels, have met the extremely complex problem – they had to find a way to reconcile these seemingly
incompatible properties within the framework of a single theory and, moreover, to find such a balance
between these properties that this theory was indeed universal.
As it turned out, QM is not a universal theory. Its superposition principle is incompatible with the
principles of a macroscopic realism what was shown by Schro¨dinger in his famous Cat paradox, as well
as by Feynmann in his analysis of the thought double-slit experiment. Thus, the creators of quantum
mechanics did not find the desired balance between the wave and corpuscular properties of a quantum
particle: it proved to be violated in favor of wave properties.
At present there is a dominant point of view, according to which QM should abandon the conception
of closed systems and treat the Cat paradox as a measurement problem. Of course, there are other
points of view, but no one of them puts in doubts the validity of the modern formulation of the quantum
mechanical superposition principle.
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2But our goal is to prove just the opposite: it is this formulation of the superposition principle that
needs revision, not the concept of closed systems. QM, with this formulation, is logically contradictory;
as a consequence, its logically consistent interpretation is also impossible.
2 Where and why modern quantum theory violates the existing in nature harmony
between the corpuscular and wave properties of a quantum particle
Let us now elucidate the question of where and why the modern quantum theory describes improperly
the existing in nature harmony between the corpuscular and wave properties of a quantum parti-
cle. For this purpose we have to analyze such quantum mechanical concepts as “state vectors” and
“self-adjoint operators”. This is important for our study because the position and momentum opera-
tors together with other one-particle self-adjoint operators, represent the corpuscular properties of a
quantum particle. While state vectors represent in QM its wave properties.
According to QM, a quantum state of a closed system – a particle plus an external field described
by the potential energy operator entering the Hamiltonian – is set, at time t, by the time-dependent
state vector (wave function) that obeys the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation. Such states are called
pure states in order to distinguish them from mixed states defined by the density operator. All possible
pure states of a particle, at time t, form a Hilbert space where the superposition principle operates.
Thus, the starting situation is as follows: the canonical operators that represent corpuscular prop-
erties of a quantum particle act in the Hilbert space that represents the wave properties of this particle.
This means that in order to elucidate the compatibility in QM of the wave and corpuscular properties
of the particle, we must verify the compatibility of the properties of the canonical operators and Hilbert
space. For this purpose we have to begin with the quantum mechanical superposition principle which
underlies the notion of a Hilbert space.
According to the modern formulation of this principle, a sum (“superposition”) of two or more pure
states of a quantum particle is also its pure state; and vice versa, any pure state of a quantum particle
can be represented as a sum of two or more of its other pure states.
At first glance, the superposition principle affects only the properties of a Hilbert space and has
nothing to do with the properties of canonical operators. But this is not so. In essence, this formulation
requires the canonical operators to act irreducibly in the space of pure states of a particle (in other
words, it requires that the Schro¨dinger representation must be irreducible). Otherwise, the space of
pure states would be a direct sum of nontrivial orthogonal subspaces invariant with respect to the
action of these operators and, thus, the superposition principle would have to distinguish between pure
states belonging to different orthogonal subspaces, as well as the superpositions of such states.
This requirement is precisely that weak place in modern quantum theory where the natural harmony
between the corpuscular and wave properties of a quantum particle is violated. The point is that,
if we accept this formulation of the superposition principle as flawless, then the irreducibility of the
Schro¨dinger representation must also be accepted as unquestionable truth. But the modern proof of the
irreducibility of the Schro¨dinger representation is questionable because it ignores the unboundedness
of the position and momentum operators. As was stressed by F. Strocchi (see p.2 in [1]), “without the
condition of boundedness the whole linear structure of the observables is in question”.
Modern quantum theory overcomes this difficulty as follows (see, e.,g., [1–4]): at the first step, on the
basis of the Stone-von Neumann theorem it is rigorously proved that the (bounded) Weyl exponentials
eixˆu and eipˆv of the (unbounded) operators xˆ and pˆ act irreducibly in the space of pure states (u and
v are real parameters); at the second step, with making use of the heuristic “operational definition of
observables”, this result is extended onto the usual xˆ and pˆ operators.
In effect, the second step is based on the following heuristic reasoning (see, e.g., F. Strocchi [2]):
due to the scale bounds of experimental apparatuses, one actually measures only bounded functions
of x and p; thus, x and p are not observables in the operational sense – the unbounded xˆ and pˆ are
rather (physically harmless) extrapolations of their bounded Weyl counterparts that fall under the
“operational definition of observables”.
However, such approximation of the position operator is “physically harmless” only for a particle
with a discrete energy spectrum. Since a particle with such spectrum has bound stationary states,
the probability of finding a particle with a given energy at infinity is zero. As a consequence, the
(usual) position operator is ”effectively bounded” and, hence, its approximation by the corresponding
(bounded) Weil counterpart is indeed justified.
3As regards a particle with a continuous energy spectrum, it has unbound stationary states: for a
given energy, the probability of finding a particle at infinity is nonzero and, hence, the unboundedness
of xˆ is irremovable. In quantum one-particle phenomena with a continuous energy spectrum, a time-
dependent physical (normalized) state of a particle can represent a superposition of two or more wave
packets (of finite size), which eventually move away from each other by an infinite distance. Such
superpositions appear in the one-particle scattering processes as well as in the decay phenomena.
This takes place, for example, at the final stage of scattering a particle on a 1D potential barrier,
when the state of a particle represents the superposition of the transmitted and reflected wave packets;
the distance between the “centers of mass” of these packets grows infinitely in time. According to the
operational definition of observables, the particle’s coordinate can not be determined as a physical
observable for the entire ensemble of scattered particles, since the experimenter would have to use an
infinite-size device to measure it.
Our next step is to show that the Schro¨dinger representation is reducible in the distant past and in
the distant future of this scattering process; there exists a superselection rule that restricts the action
of the superposition principle in this process.
3 On the distant past and future of scattering a particle on a 1D potential barrier
Let Hˆ be Hamiltonian to describe scattering a particle on a 1D ”short-range” potential barrier V (x)
which is nonzero in the interval [−a, a], and |Ψ0〉 be the initial state of a particle; without loss of
generality we will assume that V (x) is such that a particle has no bound states.
According to quantum scattering theory [5,6], the initial state uniquely determines the in-asymptote
|Ψin〉 = Ωˆ+|Ψ0〉, the out-asymptote |Ψout〉 = Ωˆ−|Ψ0〉 and the scattering state |Ψ〉 = e
−iHˆt/h¯|Ψ0〉 that
“interpolates” between them; here Ωˆ∓ = limt→±∞ e
iHˆt/h¯e−iHˆ0t/h¯ are the in and out Møller wave
operators associated with the limits t → −∞ and t → +∞, respectively; Hˆ0 is the free one-particle
Hamiltonian. In this case, |Ψout〉 = Sˆ|Ψin〉 where Sˆ = Ωˆ
†
−Ωˆ+ is a linear unitary scattering operator.
Two limiting cases of this scattering process are in the focus of our attention: strictly speaking, the
infinitely distant past, when the particle is yet free and moving to the barrier, and, strictly speaking,
infinitely distant future, when it is already free and moving away from the barrier. By our approach,
the properties of the Hilbert space associated with these two limiting cases should play a key role in
the quantum description of this scattering process.
Note that in the distant past the particle can approaching the barrier both from the left and from
the right. Similarly, in the distant future, it can move away from the barrier both to the left and to the
right. In both limiting cases, the probability of finding a particle in the barrier region [−a, a] is zero.
Let |Ψpast〉 and |Ψfuture〉 denote the scattering state |Ψ〉 in the distant past and future, respectively.
From the above it follows that, in the general case, we have to distinguish between the state vectors
|Ψ leftpast〉 and |Ψ
right
past 〉 to describe a particle that approaches the barrier from the left and from the
right, respectively. Similarly, we have to distinguish between the state vectors |Ψ leftfuture〉 and |Ψ
right
future〉
to describe a particle moving away from the barrier to the left and to the right, respectively. Thus,
assuming that all these state vectors are unit, in the general case we have |Ψpast〉 = ap|Ψ
left
past〉+bp|Ψ
right
past 〉
and |Ψfuture〉 = af |Ψ
left
future〉+ bf |Ψ
right
future〉, where |ap|
2 + |bp|
2 = 1 and |af |
2 + |bf |
2 = 1.
We assume that the wave function Ψ leftpast(x, t) and Ψ
left
future(x, t) belong, respectively, to the subspaces
Hleftpast and H
left
future of infinitely differentiable wave functions which are identically equal to zero in the
interval [−a,∞) and tend exponentially to zero when x → −∞ and x → −a. Similarly, Ψrightpast (x, t)
and Ψrightfuture(x, t) belong, respectively, to the subspaces H
right
past and H
right
future of infinitely differentiable
functions which are equal to zero in the interval (−∞, a] and tend exponentially to zero when x → a
and x→∞. It is evident that 〈Ψ leftpast|Ψ
right
past 〉 = 0 and 〈Ψ
left
future|Ψ
right
future〉 = 0. And, since this is valid for
all state vectors of these subspaces, Hleftpast⊥H
right
past and H
left
future⊥H
right
future.
All this means that all four subspaces are invariant with respect to the action of the canonical
operators xˆ and pˆ (see also Property B in the next section). As a consequence, the Hilbert space Hpast
of one-particle states in the distant past is the direct sum of the subspacesHleftpast andH
right
past of the states
of a particle moving to the barrier from the left and from the right, respectively:Hpast = H
left
past⊕H
right
past .
4Similarly, the Hilbert space Hfuture of one-particle states in the distant future is the direct sum of
the subspaces Hleftfuture and H
right
future of the states of a particle moving away from the barrier to the left
and to the right, respectively: Hfuture = H
left
future ⊕ H
right
future. (Note that, when the course of time is
reversed, the subspaces corresponding to the “past” and to the “future” change places.)
So, the Schro¨dinger representation is reducible in the distant past and in the distant future of this
scattering process! The unboundedness of the position operator is essential in this scattering process:
this operator cannot be approximated by the corresponding Weyl exponential. From the viewpoint of
the operational definition of observables, the particle’s coordinate is not measurable “observable” for
the whole ensemble of particles, both in the distant past and in the distant future of this ensemble (see
also Property A in the next section).
For example, let us consider this process in the limit t → ∞ when ap 6= 0 and bp 6= 0. It is
evident that in this case the distance between the wave packets Ψ leftfuture(x, t) and Ψ
right
future(x, t) tends
to infinity. Thus, in order to measure the coordinates of all scattered particles, described by these
two wave packets, an experimentalist has to use a device with an infinite size. Since this situation is
non-physical the coordinates of scattered particles, localized to the left of the barrier and to the right
of it, should be measured separately, with the help of two different devices. Similar situation arises in
the limit t→ −∞ when af 6= 0 and bf 6= 0.
Our next step is to show that there is a superselection rule that restricts the validity of the super-
position principle in the distant past and future of this scattering process.
4 Superselection rule for scattering a particle on a 1D potential barrier
The following three properties point to the existence of this superselection rule.
Property A: Any superposition of state vectors from Hleftpast and H
right
past represents a
mixed vector state, rather than a pure vector state. The same concerns the superposition
of state vectors from Hleftfuture and H
right
future.
Let us take the state of a particle in the distant future in the form
|Ψfuture〉 = e
iα
√
Wleft · |Ψ
left
future〉+ e
iβ
√
Wright · |Ψ
right
future〉;
here 0 < Wleft < 1 and 0 < Wright < 1; Wleft +Wright = 1; α and β are real constants. It is evident
that for any self-adjoint operator Aˆ we have
〈Ψfuture|Aˆ|Ψfuture〉 =Wleft · 〈Ψ
left
future|Aˆ|Ψ
left
future〉+Wright · 〈Ψ
right
future|Aˆ|Ψ
right
future〉. (1)
As is seen from Exp.(1), the average value of A for the whole quantum ensemble of particles is the sum
of the average values (multiplied by the corresponding weights Wleft and Wright) of this observable
for the subensembles of particles moving on different sides of the barrier. Besides, Exp. (1) does not
depend on the phases α and β, pointing to the fact that these phases are unobservable and the state
|Ψfuture〉 represents, in effect, a superposition of mutually incoherent states. All this means that the
state vector Ψfuture describes a mixed state, rather than a pure one.
In order to distinguish mixed states described by state vectors from those described by density
operators, we will call them “mixed vector states”. Accordingly, “usual” pure states will be called
“pure vector states”.
Property B: Transitions between the subspaces Hleftpast and H
right
past as well as between
Hleftfuture and H
right
future, under the action of the operator of any observable, are forbidden.
Indeed, for any self-adjoint operator Aˆ and state vectors |Ψ leftpast〉, |Ψ
right
past 〉, |Ψ
left
future〉 and |Ψ
right
future〉
we have 〈Ψ leftpast|Aˆ|Ψ
right
past 〉 = 〈Ψ
left
future|Aˆ|Ψ
right
future〉 = 0. These equalities also mean that any self-adjoint
operator Aˆ leaves invariant these four subspaces.
Property C: There exists an operator Tˆ such that the subspaces Hleftpast, H
left
future, H
right
past
and Hrightfuture are its eigenspaces of a point-like spectrum.
5Indeed, let Tˆ = Pˆr−Pˆl where Pˆr and Pˆl are projection operators defined as multiplication operators
in the x-representation: Pˆr = θ(x+ a) and Pˆl = θ(a− x); θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. That is,
in the Schro¨dinger representation, Tˆ is a multiple of the identity operator.
It is evident that
Tˆ |Ψrightpast 〉 = +|Ψ
right
past 〉, Tˆ |Ψ
right
future〉 = +|Ψ
right
future〉; Tˆ |Ψ
left
past〉 = −|Ψ
left
past〉, Tˆ |Ψ
left
future〉 = −|Ψ
left
future〉.
Thus, the subspaces Hrightpast and H
right
future are the eigenspaces of the operator Tˆ , corresponding to its
eigenvalue +1; the subspaces Hleftpast and H
left
future are its eigenspaces corresponding to its eigenvalue −1.
The existence of such properties is a ground to say (see, e.g., [7] as well as [8]) that in the Hilbert
spaces Hpast and Hfuture there acts a dichotomous superselection rule with the superselection operator
Tˆ ; the role of superselection (coherent) sectors in Hpast are played by its subspaces H
left
past and H
right
past ,
while in Hfuture superselection sectors are its subspaces H
left
future and H
right
future.
This superselection rule restricts the action of the superposition principle:
• Superposition of pure vector states from the same coherent sector is also a pure vector state from
this sector.
• Superposition of pure vector states from different coherent sectors is a mixed vector state.
As regards the physical origin of this rule, according to probability theory the different physical
conditions (contexts) in the remote spatial regions on the different sides of the potential barrier “pre-
pare” different statistical ensembles of particles. As is stressed in [9], “Two collectives of particles
moving under two macroscopically distinct contexts form two different statistical ensembles”; and else,
“probabilistic data generated by a few collectives. . . cannot be described by a single Kolmogorov space”
(ibid) (see also [10]). Thus, we found a dichotomous-context-induced superselection rule.
So far we have analyzed only the limiting cases t → −∞ and t → ∞ of this scattering process.
As regards its intermediate stage, in the course of scattering the Schro¨dinger dynamics crosses the
boundaries of coherent sectors. Of importance is that, for the ensemble of particles impinging the
barrier from the left, the operator Sˆ transforms the pure vector state |Ψ leftpast〉 (which describes the
ensemble of incident particles) into the superposition of the pure vector state |Ψ leftfuture〉 (which describes
the sub-ensemble of reflected particles) and the pure vector state |Ψrightfuture〉 (which describes that of
transmitted particles). That is, in the course of this scattering process a pure vector state is transformed
into a mixed vector state! Note that we deal with a closed quantum system; our approach does not use
an environment and other external factors in order to induce such a state transformation.
Note that the superselection rule allows the calculation of the expectation values of observables
only for pure vector states. For example, for the case considered in the previous paragraph we may
calculate such values for the asymptotic state |Ψ leftpast〉 as well as for |Ψ
left
future〉 and |Ψ
right
future〉, but not for
their superposition |Ψ leftfuture〉+ |Ψ
right
future〉. All observables for the asymptotic states |Ψ
left
future〉, |Ψ
right
future〉
and |Ψ leftpast〉 can be measured directly, because they are not hidden by interference effects.
Thus, we arrive at the unusual situation: (a) physical observables are quite allowed for the very state
|Ψ leftpast〉, but they are forbidden for the states, evolving from it in the course of scattering, because the
final state of this evolution is the mixed state |Ψ leftfuture〉+ |Ψ
right
future〉; (b) observables are allowed both for
the state |Ψrightfuture〉 and for its preceding states (which must exist, from considerations of the continuity
of evolution over time), but these states are not described in the modern model of this scattering
process; (c) observables are also allowed both for the state |Ψ leftfuture〉 and (again, for continuity reasons)
for its preceding states but, again, these states are unknown.
So, all observables and characteristic times can be introduced only for the transmission and re-
flection sub-processes. But their dynamics is not described in the modern model of this process, what
means that this model is not yet complete. It needs to be finished to describe the quantum dynamics of
these two subprocesses at all stages of scattering. Note also that, because of the interference between
the subprocesses, all of their observables and characteristic times can be measured only indirectly.
Obviously, this can be done only on the basis of the completed model of this process.
65 Conclusion
It is shown that the modern proof of the irreducibility of the Schro¨dinger representation, based on the
approximation of the usual (unbounded) canonical operators by the corresponding (bounded) Weyl
exponentials, is true only for one-particle phenomena in which a particle has a discrete energy spectrum.
As for one-particle quantum phenomena with a continuous energy spectrum, here the unboundedness
of the position operator plays an essential role and, as a consequence, this proof is erroneous.
We considered the simplest process from this class – scattering a particle on a 1D potential barrier –
and showed that there exists a superselection rule that restricts the action of the superposition principle
in this process. By this rule, quantum mechanics must distinguish between pure vector states and
mixed vector states. Otherwise, a logically consistent interpretation of vector states (wave functions)
and quantum mechanics itself is impossible in principle.
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